BLANK Residency
at Craveiral
January 5 - 26, 2021

We are pleased to announce the five selected participants of our first artist in residence programme:
Alice Morey, Dennis Buck, Gonçalo Sena, Marlene Huissoud and Violetta Ehnsperg.
BLANK Residency at Craveiral Farmhouse is taking place from January 5 – 26, 2021 in São Teotónio, Portugal,
organised by Carla Benzing and Nadine Cordial.
Five artists are invited to live and work on the Portuguese countryside for three weeks to start the New Year free
from distraction. In these uncertain times of a global pandemic the residency shall provide space for selfcare,
reflection and time for developing new work in the framework of the surrounding nature and in exchange with other
creatives in a small community.
Craveiral Farmhouse provides all artists with their own self-catered apartments, a studio space, material, as well as
the possibility to work outdoors. In order to keep everyone safe during the stay, necessary precautions prior to
arrival will be taken, as well as a strict following of the usual codes of conduct in relation to corona during the
residency.
For further information please contact info@blank100.co.uk
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ARTISTS

Violetta Ehnsperg (born 1991 in Graz, Austria) is a visual artist with
Thai roots, currently

living and working in Vienna. Violetta studied

Painting and Sculpture at the Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna. Her
ouevre includes abstract painting, installation, fashion, sculpture
and scenery. Her work reflects origin, femininity, the will to
independence and ultimately: Identity.

www.violettaehnsperg.com

Dennis Buck (born 1989 in Ulm, Germany), lives and works in Berlin.
He studied from 2011-2013 at the State Academy of Fine Arts in
Karlsruhe and from 2011 to 2013 at the University of the Arts in Berlin.
In addition to painting, the spectrum of his artistic work extends to
sculpture and photography. He avoids clear symbolism and thus refuses
anecdotal interpretations. His pictures reflect his powerful attitude to
individualisation and mass-production.
www.buckdennis.de

Gonçalo Sena (born 1984, Cascais, Portugal) lives and works in Berlin
and Lisbon. He graduated at the Fine Arts University of Lisbon (2007)
and received his MFA diploma at the Dutch Art Institute, Arnhem
(2011). Using drawing as a starting point, his work develops through
material and architectural processes, resulting in sculpture, temporary
structures and displaced environments. The vocabulary of each work
and project derives from an ecosystem of non-functional relations
between everyday objects, industrial materials, and organic elements all apparently immutable, yet, all in constant mutation - combined in
space as raw, unresolved, landscape narrative.
www.goncalosena.com
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Marlene Huissoud (born 1989) is a French experimental designer and
artist. In 2014, she graduated from a MA Material Futures at
Centralquestions our way of making by creating purposeful pieces that
ethically challenge the properties of natural resources and that defy
the role of Design in society and its use nowadays. Self-aware and
progressive, Marlene’s

work

balances

nature’s

natural

disorder

with man’s disordered need to find meaning in everything.

www.marlene-huissoud.com

Alice Morey (born 1986) is a Berlin and London-based interdisciplinary
artist, with an MA from Chelsea College of Art, London and a BA in
painting from the University of Brighton. Morey is interested in the
passage of time. She finds beauty in decay and contrasts it with pain.
She has been juxtaposing natural and artificial materials for years in
order to explore the concept of change. Her performative work could be
compared to rituals, as she undertakes actions charged with symbolism
in a ceremonial tone.
www.alicemorey.com

ABOUT
BLANK Residency programme offers artists accommodation and studio space in changing locations. With the aim
of further developing their practice, the artists are provided with a platform to collectively explore contemporary
issues and experiment with addressing them. The challenge of working in an unknown, perhaps unusual space
opens up possibilities and at the same time and enables the artists to approach their working process differently.
A programme of talks, activities as well as shared dinners promotes interaction and collaboration between the
residents.

BLANK100 is a nomadic project supporting artistic exchange, which started in London with a physical space run by
Carla Benzing and Georg Staudenmaier. Within a period of 15 months BLANK100 hosted nine exhibitions, various
performance events, talks and supper clubs. The concept was based on a strong belief in community and that ideas
need to be given the right circumstances to fully unfold.
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Craveiral Farmhouse - Once upon a time, there was a solitary field of carnations along the Alentejo coast and a
lawyer from Lisbon who dreamt of one day becoming a farmer. They met one spring day and it was love at first
sight: one, an unloved plot of land with a natural potential that few could immediately envision; the other,
ensconced in an office, who knew he had the ability to roll up his sleeves, get his hands dirty and give life to
a different tourism project that mixed the land with the sea. From this happy encounter sprouted
Craveiral Farmhouse, a place of nature tourism that is far more than merely a hotel on the Alentejo coast. It is a
story of dreams and resilience – a lifelong and life-defining project, not just for those who make it happen every
day,was never just the building of a hotel; it was the genuine pleasure of hospitality, of providing unique
experiences for people who wanted to know more about it. So it is no surprise to find that the result is a place to be
sensed and experienced, rather than somewhere you go just to sleep.

Special thanks to the whole team of Craveiral Farmhouse for their support!
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